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than thirty years ago, widespread misunderstanding has _existed until now.
.·,'
. '· .
On one hand, a wrong value of the limiting slope was derived from in- .. common limiting slope was often denied: on the basis of density determin~-:' : .· < · .
tiona of insufficient accuracy, or just disregarded.
Nothing can be easier. than the measurement of a density with error -limits of 10-3 or 10_-4 • But considerable problems arise when the limits.··
. . 6
should be reduced to 10-or 10-7. Yet such accuracy is required for the experimental, proof or disproof of the theoretical limiting law. and s of the-solvent by· ..
The theory of electrolytes furnishes the liMiting relation for lOw
It shows the usual linear de:pendence on the square root of the ~oricentration. · ...
and the. influenc_e of the valence factor 1i 1 wlii.ch is giv~n by ·the n1,lmber vi of ions of s:pecies i formed by one molecule of the electrolyte and the valencer ~ according to. · ' ).;. ·2
. VT· • 0.
. . I
The slo:pe· k for a uiu-univalent electrolyte can be ex:pr~ssed by means of the.: .
Gross and Halpern, who were the first to derive the concentration dependence:
•.
of the heat content, .showed that this pro.cedure· is correct but that the energy or heat content of the total solution is obtained from the free energy ce.lcule.tion must be expected to be quite sensitive to these· entirely unknown.
· second derivatives. Thus it was concluded that only a limiting law for high ··dilution such as equ.. 5 was really significant.
. .Owen and Brinkley {45) derived an e.qUe.tion for the influence of the ionic re.diues · vb,ich in second order is ·identical with our earlier one.. Since
. their e~tion did not fit the . data with a reasonable ionic radius·, they i .
•', '· ...
·.introduced an additional second order term with an empirical co~fficient. The.·.' .
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·. compressibility ~-of water are shown in Table 1 .
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. The :·interpolation formula .
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. ' • ·. Much less satisfactory is the state of our knowledge regarding the .
. , . limiting slope 9;t temperatures lower and higher than 25°C. Density data given in Table 2 under "Non-linearity". They are based ~n the largest deviationa found for alkali halides (52). ..
-ll-. (9) .
(:rull line in· Fig. 2 by Mine and hi,s coworkers ( 68).
• . ... ' .. ·' ·,.
•. ·.' .. ' .. '• ' ' .
. (75) 
instead. of ·Wirth's relation ( 72) .
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The final.result is ' . 4' 4-o. 5 -. . be "desirable for water.
' · . ;
The volume changes. on ~onization of numerous weak electrolYtes ·have b~e~-·.· . _ :of nitric and perchioric acids.
It was· pointed ou{ (52) in 1931 that th~re is some relation between . ·. ·-:;·:·~~-:
el~ct:tostr1ctio.n, its temperature dependence, the ~oefficient~ of'the c~term,''. ·._':::;:::-:: (63)· Rush,; R. M.,, and Scatchard, G., J. Phys. Chem. , 22, 2240 (1961) .
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